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Abstract
Computing ground states of local Hamiltonians is a fundamental problem in condensed matter physics.
We give the first randomized polynomial-time algorithm for finding ground states of gapped one-dimensional
Hamiltonians: it outputs an (inverse-polynomial) approximation, expressed as a matrix product state
(MPS) of polynomial bond dimension. The algorithm combines many ingredients, including recently
discovered structural features of gapped 1D systems, convex programming, insights from classical algo-
rithms for 1D satisfiability, and new techniques for manipulating and bounding the complexity of MPS.
Our result provides one of the first major classes of Hamiltonians for which computing ground states is
provably tractable despite the exponential nature of the objects involved.
The exponential nature of quantum systems — e.g. that exp(n) parameters are necessary to specify
the state of an n-particle quantum system — is a double edged sword: while making quantum computers
possible it is also an enormous obstacle to analyzing and understanding physical systems. In particular, this
severely constrains the prospects for simulating quantum systems on a classical computer, which was the
main issue raised in Feynman’s seminal paper [1]. One is left to wonder which, if any, quantum systems
occurring in nature are not as complex as it appears, and can be efficiently simulated?
Quantum complexity theory provides cause for pessimism — it shows that placing restrictions solely on
the type of local interactions is not a fruitful path to computational tractability, since instances with even the
simplest two-body interactions lead to computational universality. Restricting the topology does not appear
to help either — approximating the energy of ground states of 1D local Hamiltonians is QMA-hard [2],
and even placing the further restriction of translation invariance does not help [3]. On the flip side, one of
the rare bright spots for efficient simulation is the heuristic density matrix renormalization group (DMRG)
algorithm [4], which has been extremely successful in practice in classically simulating 1D quantum many-
body systems, since its introduction almost twenty years ago. Is there a way to reconcile the negative
results from quantum complexity theory with the practical success of DMRG? This leads to the following
refinement of the question above: “Is there a natural subclass of 1D Hamiltonians for which the problem
of approximating the ground state can be solved efficiently on a classical computer?”. Of course, such an
approximation must support efficient classical computation of local observables such as energy. In other
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words, do quantum states for 1D systems (and possibly even more general systems) occurring in nature live
in a small corner of Hilbert space that supports efficient classical computation?
A natural subclass to consider are gapped 1D Hamiltonians (with constant spectral gap; see below).
Unfortunately, folklore suggested that restricting to gapped 1D Hamiltonians did not help, a viewpoint
reinforced by results from [5] showing that a closely related problem is NP-hard. The recent sub-exponential
algorithm given in [6], which combined new structural results with an earlier algorithm based on dynamic
programming [7], strongly called this folklore into question. In this paper we resolve this question by giving
the first provably polynomial-time algorithm for approximating the ground state of 1D gapped quantum
systems.
Formally, consider the Hamiltonian H = ∑n−1i=1 Hi acting on n d-dimensional qudits, numbered from 1
to n, where Hi is a Hermitian operator such that 0 ≤ Hi ≤ Id acting on qudits {i, i + 1}. We shall assume
there is a constant gap ε := ε1 − ε0 between the energy ε0 of the ground state |Γ〉 and the energy ε1 of
the first excited state. Our goal is to efficiently find a succinct description of an approximation to |Γ〉 from
which one can compute useful properties of the system; matrix product states (MPS) are known to provide
such descriptions [8].
Our starting point is a structural result from Hastings’ proof of an area law for 1D systems [9]. The result
states that there exists an inverse polynomially close approximation to |Γ〉 with the property that its Schmidt
rank across any cut of the 1D system is bounded by a polynomial in n. This property already implies
the existence of an efficient description of the ground state as an MPS, thus showing that the problem of
finding such an approximation is in NP. Our algorithm finds such a succinct MPS approximation to |Γ〉 in
polynomial time. For this, it combines many ingredients, including recently discovered structural features
of gapped 1D systems, convex programming, insights from classical algorithms for 1D satisfiability, and
new techniques for manipulating and bounding the complexity of MPS.
Theorem 1. Let H be a n-qudit 1D local Hamiltonian with ground state |Γ〉 and gap ε, and η > 0. There is
an algorithm that runs in time nc(d,ǫ)poly(n/η), where c(d, ǫ) = 2O(log3 d/ǫ), and with probability at least
1− 1/poly(n) returns a matrix product state representing a state |Ψ〉 such that |〈Ψ|Γ〉| ≥ 1− η.
The overall strategy of the algorithm is as follows. In general, finding a minimum energy state can
be expressed as a convex optimization problem: min tr(Hσ) subject to tr(σ) = 1, σ ≥ 0, where σ is
a n-qubit density matrix describing the state. Unfortunately the dimension of the space on which σ lives
is exponentially large, making it hugely inefficient to solve the minimization directly. We observe that
any efficient classical algorithm that relies on linear algebra must have the property that at any iteration
it restricts itself to a calculation within a polynomial dimensional subspace, and furthermore that within
that subspace, vectors are represented succinctly in a way that linear algebra can be performed efficiently.
Our algorithm progressively constructs a basis for such a subspace of polynomial dimension, guaranteed to
contain a suitable approximation to |Γ〉. Restricting the convex optimization problem to this subspace allows
it to be solved efficiently. Next we describe the outline of our algorithm for constructing the subspace and
some of its ingredients.
We consider successive cuts stepping from left to right, with the i-th cut separating the the first i qudits
from the remaining n − i. In the i-th iteration we create a subspace of polynomial dimension supported on
the first i qudits that contains the left Schmidt vectors of a good approximation to the ground state. The
subspace is specified by a spanning set of succinctly represented vectors, which we call a viable set. Upon
completion we meet our goal since the subspace spanned by the final viable set is guaranteed to contain a
good approximation to the ground state.
Naı¨vely, since each iteration requires taking into account one further qudit it should result in an increase
of the dimension of the subspace (size of the viable set) by a factor d, resulting in exponential growth.
To overcome this, the left to right sweep of the algorithm is designed to exploit a key structural property
of 1D systems, approximate decoupling. This property relies on the notion of boundary contraction of
a state, which captures information representing how the left and right halves of the state are combined
together. Subject to a fixed boundary contraction, the problem of finding a state of minimal energy can
be decoupled into two disjoint problems — to the left and to the right of the cut. As a consequence it
is sufficient to guarantee that the current subspace contains, for each boundary contraction (taken from a
suitably discretized ǫ-net), the left Schmidt vectors of a good approximation to the ground state which has
that boundary contraction across the cut. Unfortunately, this approach (which is a reformulation of the
technique used in the exponential-time algorithm of [7, 5]) encounters a major difficulty: while it follows
from the 1D area law [9] that the dimension of the space of boundary contractions, which is proportional to
the bond dimension across the cut, is at most polynomial in n, the size of the ǫ-net is necessarily exponential
in this dimension. So this does not yield an efficient algorithm.
To overcome this difficulty we appeal to two additional ideas. 1) A structural property that follows from
existing proofs of the 1D area law: for any given cut and constant δ there exists a state having a constant
bond dimension Bδ (depending also on d and ε) across that cut (and polynomial across all others) that is a
δ-approximation to the ground state |Γ〉 (see Lemma 1.7 for a precise statement). 2) The use of a special
operator K, known as an Approximate Ground State Projection (AGSP), which when applied to a state |ψ〉
improves its overlap with the ground state from δ to inverse polynomial in n, while increasing the bond
dimension by only a polynomial factor. (We refer to Section 2.3.1 for more details as well as a description
of the specific AGSP that we use.)
These two ideas suggest the following modification to the above outline for an algorithm: proceed
though the 1D chain from left to right, and at each iteration extend the viable set using a (cε/n)-net over
boundary contractions (for a suitably small constant cε) of constant bond dimension Bcε . As a result, obtain
a viable set supporting the left Schmidt vectors of a constant approximation to the ground state. Now apply
the AGSP K to decrease the error to cε/n (so that the error is still small after n iterations), and then iterate.
This outline still presents some difficulties. In particular, how do we apply an AGSP to an unknown
state, when we only have access to a subspace on which its “left half” is supported? Thinking through this
reveals that the only meaningful way to apply the AGSP involves decomposing it into a polynomial number
of terms, each of the form Aj ⊗ Bj across the cut. Unfortunately, applying the individual Aj’s to vectors
spanning the initial subspace results in a polynomial factor blow-up in its size. This is where the property
of approximate decoupling is used: it lets us identify, among the large subspace spanned by all vectors thus
obtained, a smaller-dimensional one which is still guaranteed to support a good approximation to the ground
state. In order to present a more detailed description of the algorithm, we first give a precise definition of a
viable set:
Definition 0.1. Given δ > 0 and an integer i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, a set S ⊆ (Cd)⊗i is said to be (i, δ)-viable for
|Γ〉 if there exists a state |φ〉 ∈ (Cd)⊗n such that |〈φ|Γ〉| ≥ 1− δ and such that the reduced density of |φ〉
on the first i qudits is supported on Span(S); we shall call such a state |φ〉 a witness for S and δ the error
of S.
We will further say that the set S is (i, s, b, δ)-viable for |Γ〉 if |S| ≤ s and each v ∈ S can be described
by an MPS with maximum bond dimension at most b.
For fixed polynomials p(n), p1(n), p2(n) and some constant cε depending only on ε, our algorithm
constructs a (i, p(n)p1(n), p(n)p2(n),
cε
n )-viable set from left to right, extending by one qudit in each
iteration. As stated above, a good approximation to the ground state can be computed from the last viable
set (for i = n) by solving a simple convex optimization problem of polynomial size.
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The process of extending a (i− 1, δ)-viable set Si−1 one qudit to the right to a (i, δ)-viable set Si involves
four steps, associated with the four parameters of a viable set. The first step increases i − 1 to i, resulting
in a multiplicative increase in the size s of the set. The remaining three steps replace the value of each one
of the other parameters (size, bond dimension and error) by a fixed polynomial in n. Together with the fact
that no parameter gets blown up by more than a polynomial factor while carrying out any step implies that
the parameters of the viable set at the end of the algorithm remain polynomially bounded. We outline these
steps below:
1. Extension. We start by extending the viable set Si−1 for |Γ〉 to a viable set S(1)i := Si−1 ⊗ Cd. This
results in a multiplicative factor d increase in the size of the viable set.
2. Cardinality reduction. Fix a (cε/n)-net over the space of boundary contractions of states with con-
stant bond dimension Bcε across the (i, i + 1) cut; such a net has polynomial size. Using the principle
of approximate decoupling and the fact that S(1)i is a (i, cε/n)-viable set we have the guarantee that
there exists a net element that can be combined with a constant number of vectors supported on S(1)i to
form the “left half” of a constant approximation to the ground state. As we will see, these vectors can
be found by solving a polynomial-size convex optimization procedure. Considering all contractions
in the net, the result is a viable set S(2)i of fixed polynomial cardinality. Unfortunately, both the error
and the bond dimension of vectors in the set have now blown up.
3. Bond trimming. Construct S(3)i by truncating the bonds of all the elements in S
(2)
i to some fixed
polynomial. This results in a small increase in the error.
4. Error Reduction. Apply an AGSP to all vectors in S(3)i , resulting in a viable set Si with improved
error, and size and bond dimension multiplied by a fixed polynomial.
The following chart tracks the changing of the four parameters during each step, highlighting when
parameters are reset (red) by a fixed polynomial in n. It is this resetting that ensures that the parameters do
not blow up over the iterations as i increases from 1 to n.
i s B δ
Start i − 1 p(n)p1(n) p(n)p2(n) cε/n
Extension: → i dp(n)p1(n) p(n)p2(n) cε/n
Size Trimming: → i p1(n) p′(n)p2(n) 1/12
Bond Trimming: → i p1(n) p2(n) 1/2
Error reduction: → i p(n)p1(n) p(n)p2(n) cε/n
Organization. We start with some preliminaries in Section 1. Section 2 contains a detailed presentation
and analysis of the algorithm, including a section devoted to each of the four steps. We give some concluding
remarks in Section 3.
1 Notation and Preliminaries
Throughout, we consider a Hamiltonian H = ∑n−1i=1 Hi acting on n d-dimensional qudits, indexed 1, . . . , n
from left to right. Here Hi acts on qudits {i, i + 1} and satisfies 0 ≤ Hi ≤ Id. We shall assume there is a
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constant gap ε := ε1 − ε0 between the energy ε0 of the ground state |Γ〉 and the energy ε1 of the first excited
state.
The canonical basis of Cd is denoted by {|1〉, . . . , |d〉}. We write H for the Hilbert space (Cd)⊗n
corresponding to the n qudits and H[i,j] for the Hilbert space of the subset of qudits with indices in [i, j];
we also write Hi for H[i,i]. For any density matrix ρ acting on H, tr[i,j]ρ will denote the tracing out of the
qudits with indices in [i, j].
Throughout the algorithm vectors in (Cd)⊗n will be represented as matrix product states (MPS), which
can be specified as a sequence of tensors A1, . . . , An where A1 ∈ Cd × CB1 , Ai ∈ CBi−1 × Cd × CBi for
1 ≤ i < n, and An ∈ CBn−1 ⊗Cd. We will refer to Bi as the bond dimension across cut (i, i + 1). For more
on MPS we refer to [10].
The constant cε := ( ε169 )
2 will play a particular role in our analysis. We note that it satisfies the following
inequalities:
cε(1 +
1
ε
) ≤ 1
2
, 14
√
cε/ε <
1
12
,
84cε
ε
<
1
2
. (1)
We state two simple lemmas that will be used repeatedly in our analysis.
Lemma 1.1. Suppose a state |v〉 has energy 〈v|H|v〉 ≤ ε0 + δ, for some 0 ≤ δ ≤ ε. Then |〈v|Γ〉| ≥
1− δ/ε.
Proof. Write |v〉 = λ|Γ〉+√1− λ2|Γ⊥〉 for some unit vector |Γ⊥〉 orthogonal to |Γ〉. |v〉 has energy
ε0 + δ ≥ 〈v|H|v〉 ≥ λ2ε0 + (1− λ2) ε1,
which gives λ2 ≥ 1− δ/ε, hence λ ≥ 1− δ/ε.
Lemma 1.2. Let 0 ≤ δ, δ′ ≤ 1 and |v〉, |v′〉 and |w〉 be states such that |〈v|w〉| ≥ 1− δ and |〈v′|w〉| ≥
1− δ′. Then |〈v|v′〉| ≥ 1− 2(δ+ δ′).
Proof. We have
|〈v|v′〉| ≥ |〈v|Γ〉〈v′ |Γ〉| − ((1− |〈v|Γ〉|2)(1− |〈v′|Γ〉|2))1/2
= (1− δ)(1− δ′)− 2
√
δδ′
≥ 1− 2(δ+ δ′).
1.1 Low entanglement approximations of the ground state
Definition 1.3. Given a vector |v〉 ∈ H, by a Schmidt decomposition across the (i, i + 1) cut we shall mean
a decomposition |v〉 = ∑Dj=1 λj|aj〉|bj〉 with {|aj〉} (respectively {|bj〉} ) a family of orthonormal vectors
of H[1,i] (respectively H[i+1,n]) and with λj ≥ λj+1 > 0 for all 1 ≤ j ≤ D. The vectors |aj〉 will be called
the left Schmidt vectors across that cut, and the vectors |bj〉 the right Schmidt vectors; D is the Schmidt
rank across the cut.
The following lemma follows from the 1D area law [9]. Although we will only need a polynomial bound
on the Schmidt rank, we state the lemma using the best known parameters [6, Section 7].
Lemma 1.4. For any constant c > 0 there is a constant C ≥ 1 such that for every n there is a vector |v〉
with Schmidt rank bounded by exp(C(ln n)3/4ε−1/4) across every cut such that |〈Γ|v〉| ≥ 1− n−c.
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The operation of trimming a state across a cut — removing Schmidt vectors associated with the smallest
Schmidt coefficients — will be used repeatedly by our algorithm.
Definition 1.5. Given a state |v〉 ∈ H with Schmidt decomposition |v〉 = ∑j λj|aj〉|bj〉 across the (i, i + 1)
cut and an integer D, define trimiD|v〉 := ∑Dj=1 λj|aj〉|bj〉.1
The following well-known lemma states that among all vectors with Schmidt rank D across a certain
cut i, trimiD|v〉 provides the closest approximation to |v〉.
Lemma 1.6 (Eckart-Young theorem). Let |v〉 ∈ H have Schmidt decomposition |v〉 = ∑i λi|ai〉|vi〉 across
the (i, i + 1) cut. Then for any integer D the vector |v′〉 = trimiD|v〉/‖trimiD|v〉‖ is such that 〈v′|v〉 ≥
|〈w|v〉| for any unit |w〉 of Schmidt rank at most D across the i-th cut.
We will require the existence of close approximations to the ground state that have constant Schmidt
rank across a given cut (and polynomial across the others).
Lemma 1.7 ([9, 6]). For any cut (i, i+ 1) and any constant δ, there exists a constant Bδ = exp(O(1/ε log3 d log 1/δ))
such that the state |v〉 := trimiBδ |Γ〉/‖trimiBδ |Γ〉‖ has the property that |〈Γ|v〉| ≥ 1− δ.
Lemma 1.8. Let δ > 0 be such that δ(1 + 1/ε) ≤ 12 and |w〉 a vector with energy no larger than ε0 + δ.
Then |v〉 := trimBδ |w〉/‖trimBδ |w〉‖ has energy no larger than ε0 + 6
√
δ.
Proof. By Lemma 1.1, |〈Γ|w〉| ≥ 1 − δ/ε. Let |u〉 := trimiBδ |Γ〉/‖trimiBδ |Γ〉‖. Since by Lemma 1.7,|〈Γ|u〉| ≥ 1− δ, Lemma 1.2 implies |〈w|u〉| ≥ 1− δ(1 + 1/ε) = 1− δ′. The Eckart-Young theorem (see
Lemma 1.6) therefore implies that ‖trimiBδ |w〉‖2 ≥ 1− δ′. Set |w0〉 = trimiBδ |w〉, |w1〉 = |w〉 − |w0〉.
We have
〈w|H|w〉 = 〈w0|H − Hi|w0〉+ 〈w1|H − Hi|w1〉+ 〈w|Hi|w〉,
and it follows that
〈w0|H|w0〉 ≤ ε0 + δ− 〈w1|H − Hi|w1〉+ 〈w0|Hi|w0〉 − 〈w|Hi|w〉.
Using the fact that |〈w0|Hi|w0〉− 〈w|Hi|w〉| = |〈w0|Hi|w0 −w〉+ 〈w0 −w|Hi|w〉| ≤ 2‖|w〉− |w0〉‖ ≤
2
√
δ′ along with the lower bound of 〈w1|H − Hi|w1〉 ≥ (ε0 − 1)‖|w1〉‖2 ≥ (ε0 − 1)δ′ we have:
〈w0|H|w0〉 ≤ ε0(1− δ′) + δ+ 2
√
δ.
This implies:
〈v|H|v〉 ≤ ε0 + δ+ 2
√
δ
1− δ′ ≤ ε0 + 6
√
δ,
if δ′ ≤ 1/2.
Corollary 1.9. For any cut (i, i + 1) and any constant δ, there exists a constant Bδ such that there exists a
state |v〉 with Schmidt rank Bδ that has energy at most ε0 + 6
√
δ as well as the property that 〈Γ|v〉 ≥ 1− δ.
Proof. Setting |v〉 = trimiBδ |Γ〉/‖trimiBδ |Γ〉‖, the result follows from Lemma 1.7 and Lemma 1.8.
1We note an ambiguity in the definition of trimiD |v〉 in the case of degeneracies among the Schmidt decomposition. In our
analysis it will never matter which eigenvectors associated with the same eigenvalue are kept.
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2 Algorithm and analysis
As sketched in the introduction, in the i-th iteration our algorithm constructs a (i, s, b, cε/n)-viable set,
where cε is a constant depending only on ε that satisfies (1). The four steps in each iteration are designed
to update the four parameters of the viable set. As we will show, these updates always satisfy the condition
that the parameters s and b are each bounded by some fixed polynomial in n of degree independent of the
iteration i.
The initialization step i = 0 is trivial, as the set {1} is a (0, δ)-viable set for any δ ≥ 0, b ≥ 0 and s ≥ 1.
Let 1 ≤ i ≤ n be an integer, and Si−1 the (i − 1, s, b, cε/n)-viable set obtained at the end of the (i − 1)-st
iteration of the algorithm, where s and b are both polynomial in n. In the following four subsections we
describe in detail how each of the four steps of the algorithm can be performed efficiently, and track the
changes in the parameters of the viable set.
2.1 Extension
The first step in the i-th iteration involves extending the set Si−1 to an (i, ds, b, cε/n)-viable set S
(1)
i as
follows:
Algorithm step 1: extension
Let Si−1 be a (i − 1, s, b, cε/n)-viable set.
1. Return S(1)i :=
{|s〉|j〉 : |s〉 ∈ Si−1, 1 ≤ j ≤ d}.
The computation of S(1)i from Si−1 can clearly be done efficiently: MPS representations for vectors in
the latter are constructed as the concatenation of an MPS for a vector in the former with an independent
tensor corresponding to the additional basis state |j〉. The following claim shows that S(1)i has the required
properties.
Claim 2.1. S(1)i is an (i, ds, b, cε/n)-viable set.
Proof. By definition |S(1)i | = d|Si−1|. Clearly, the bond dimensions of vectors in S(1)i are no larger than
that of vectors in Si−1. Given a witness |v〉 for Si−1 with Schmidt decomposition across the (i − 1, i) cut
|v〉 = ∑j λj|sj〉|tj〉, decompose the first qudit of |tj〉 on the computational basis as |tj〉 = ∑d−1k=0 |k〉|tjk〉.
Then clearly |v〉 = ∑j,k λj|sj〉|k〉|tjk〉 is also a witness for S(1)i .
2.2 Cardinality reduction
This is the main step in which the 1D nature of the Hamiltonian is exploited. It is instructive to think by
analogy about a classical 1D constraint satisfaction problem (CSP), where assigning a value to one of the
variables decomposes the problem into two parts, to the left and the right. By contrast, specifying the density
matrix of one of the qudits does not decompose the problem of computing the ground state into left and right
halves. After all, the qudit’s density matrix is d2-dimensional, whereas for a generic state of the system the
Schmidt rank between the left and right halves could grow with n, the total number of qudits. The correct
notion for carrying out such a decomposition in the quantum case is that of a boundary contraction, which
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may be thought of as a density matrix on a qudit and the bond representing the entanglement between the
left and right halves of the state. Such a decomposition will in general no longer be exact, and there is
a tradeoff between the error introduced and the bond dimension. To make these concepts precise, in the
following subsection we introduce the critical notions of left state and boundary contraction.
2.2.1 Boundary contractions
Given 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we will write HL for the space H[1,i] and HR for the space H[i+1,n]. We also let
HL = H1 + · · ·+ Hi−1 and HR = Hi+1 + · · ·+ Hn−1, so that the total Hamiltonian H = HL + Hi + HR,
where Hi is the only term acting across the (i, i + 1) cut.
Definition 2.2. Given a state of Schmidt rank B and Schmidt decomposition across the (i, i + 1) cut given
by |v〉 = ∑Bj=1 λj|aj〉|bj〉, let Uv : CB → HR be the partial isometry specified by Uv|j〉 = |bj〉. By abuse of
notation we also write U∗v for I ⊗U∗v when acting on H[k,n] for k ≤ i + 1.
• Define the left state of |v〉 to be ls(v) := U∗v |v〉 = ∑j λj|aj〉|j〉 ∈ HL ⊗CB.
• Define the boundary contraction of v as
cont(v) := tr[1,...,i−1](|ls(v)〉〈ls(v)|) = Uv tr[1,...,i−1](|v〉〈v|)U∗v .
Then cont(v) is a density matrix supported on Hi ⊗CB.
The following claim (specifically part 3) shows how the boundary contraction can be used to decompose
the problem of finding an approximate ground state into independent “left” and “right” subproblems:
Lemma 2.3 (Gluing). Given a density matrix σ on the space HL ⊗ CB and a state |v〉 = ∑Bj=1 λj|aj〉|bj〉
on HL ⊗HR the density matrix σ′ := UvσU∗v on HL ⊗HR satisfies the following properties:
1. trHR(σ′) = trCB(σ),
2. ‖ tr[1,··· ,i−1](σ′)− tr[1,··· ,i−1](|v〉〈v|)‖1 = ‖ tr[1,...,i−1](σ)− cont(v)‖1,
3. tr(σ′H) ≤ tr(σHL) + tr(|v〉〈v|(HR + Hi)) + n‖ tr[1,...,i−1](σ)− cont(v)‖1.
Proof. 1. Clear, since Uv is unitary.
2. We have
‖ tr[1,··· ,i−1](σ′)− tr[1,··· ,i−1](|v〉〈v|)‖1 = ‖ tr[1,··· ,i−1](σ′ − |v〉〈v|)‖1
= ‖ tr[1,··· ,i−1](U∗vσ′Uv −U∗v |v〉〈v|)Uv‖1
= ‖ tr[1,...,i−1](σ)− cont(v)‖1.
3. Write tr(σ′H) = tr(σ′HL) + tr(σ′(Hi + HR)). By the first item, tr(σ′HL) = tr(σHL). By the
second item,
tr(σ′(Hi + HR))− tr(|v〉〈v|(Hi + HR)) = (tr[1,...,i−1] σ− cont(v))(Hi + HR))
≤ n‖ tr[1,...,i−1](σ)− cont(v)‖1.
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We will make use of a η-net over the unit ball of boundary contractions for the trace norm, for some
η > 0 to be determined later. Such a net can be efficiently constructed by discretizing a region of CB ⊗ Cd
containing its unit ball, as shown in the following lemma.
Lemma 2.4. For any integers B, d and η > 0 let
Iη := {−1,−1 + ⌊η/(Bd)2⌋, . . . , 1− ⌊η/(Bd)2⌋, 1}
and Nη := IBη × Idη . Then the set Nη has cardinality at most (2⌈Bd/η⌉+ 1)2Bd and is such that for every
Y ∈ CB ⊗Cd with trace norm at most 1, there is an X ∈ Nδ such that ‖Y − X‖1 ≤ η.
Proof. The bound on the cardinality of Nη is clear. For the distance, we note that ‖Y‖1 ≤ 1 implies that
each entry of Y has modulus at most 1, and bound ‖Y − X‖1 ≤ (Bd)2 maxi,j |Yij − Xij|.
2.2.2 The size trimming convex program
We are now ready to describe the procedure for reducing the cardinality of a viable set. Let N be the
(cε/2n)-net over the space of boundary contractions with constant bond dimension Bcε obtained from
Lemma 2.4. For each X ∈ N , by solving a suitable convex program we find a state on HL ⊗ CBcε of
minimum energy among those states whose boundary contraction (reduced density matrix on Hi ⊗ CBcε )
is close to X. The new viable set is then the union over all elements of N of the left Schmidt vectors, on
HL, of these states. Unfortunately, the dimension of this convex program scales with the dimension of HL,
which is exponential in n, and to solve it efficiently we must restrict the optimization to states supported on
a subspace S of polynomial dimension. Before filling in details of this sketch, we describe the actual steps
of the resulting algorithm:
Algorithm steps 2 and 3: size trimming and bond trimming
Let S(1)i be the (i, ds, b, cε/n)-viable set constructed as a result of the extension step described
in the previous section.
2. For each X ∈ N , solve the following size trimming convex program, whose variable is a
density matrix σ supported on the space Span{S(1)i } ⊗CBcε ⊆ HL ⊗CBcε :
min
i−1
∑
j=1
tr(Hj σ) (2)
such that
∥∥ tr[1,...,i−1](σ)− X‖1 ≤ cε2n ,
tr(σ) = 1, σ ≥ 0.
Let |u〉 = ∑j |uj〉|j〉 be the leading eigenvector of the solution σ to this program, and let
S
(2)
i be the set containing the union of all {|uj〉}, obtained for each net element X.
3. Trim each of the bonds 1, . . . , i− 1 of each |u〉 ∈ S(2)i to p2(n), where p2(n) is a polyno-
mial defined in Claim 2.10 below. Include the MPS representation of all resulting vectors
in S(3)i .
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We note that since the set S(1)i contains vectors specified using polynomial-size MPS, for any X a
polynomial-size representation for the optimal solution σ to the convex program (2) can be computed effi-
ciently. For this, we first compute an orthonormal basis {| fk〉} for Span{S(1)i }. Vectors in this basis van
be represented as linear combinations of vectors in S(1)i . The variables of the convex program will be the
polynomially many coefficients of σ on the | fk〉〈 fℓ|; to express the objective function as a function of these
variables it suffices to compute each 〈 fk|Hj| fℓ〉, which can be done efficiently by expanding the | fk〉 on the
vectors of S(1)i and evaluating the resulting expression by using the MPS representations of the latter. The
constraints can also be expressed as convex functions of the variables by pre-computing all 〈 fk|Hj| fℓ〉. The
remaining steps rely on the singular value decomposition which can be performed efficiently as well.
In the following two subsections we successively analyze the properties of the sets S(2)i and S
(3)
i . The
final outcome will be that S(3)i is a (i, p1(n), p2(n), 1/2)-viable set, where p1(n) is defined in Claim 2.7
and p2(n) is defined in Claim 2.10.
2.2.3 Size trimming
We show that the set S(2)i defined in the second step of the algorithm is a (i, p1(n), q(n)b, 1/12)-viable
set, for some polynomial q(n). The key observation is that, conditioned on the existence of a state |w〉 in
Span{S(1)i } ⊗ HR having both low energy and low bond dimension, the solution σ of the size trimming
convex program (2) for an X sufficiently close to the boundary contraction of |w〉 allows for the easy
computation of the left Schmidt vectors of a good approximation to the ground state. This is shown in the
following lemma; the subsequent Lemma 2.6 establishes the existence of |w〉.
Lemma 2.5. Suppose there exists a state |w〉 in Span{S(1)i } ⊗ HR of bond dimension Bcε having energy
at most ε0 + 6
√
cε. Let X be the element of the net N that is closest to cont(w) and let σ be the solution
to the size trimming convex program (2). Let |u〉 = ∑j |uj〉|j〉 be the leading eigenvector of σ. Then there
exist orthonormal vectors {|bj〉 ∈ HR} such that |u′〉 := ∑j |uj〉|bj〉 has energy at most ε0 + ε/12 and
|〈u′|Γ〉| ≥ 1− 1/12.
Proof of Lemma 2.5. Apply Lemma 2.3 to σ and |w〉 to conclude that the energy of σ′ = UwσU∗w can be
upper bounded as follows
tr(σ′H) ≤ tr(σHL) + tr(|w〉〈w|(HR + Hi)) + n‖ tr[1,...,i−1](σ)− cont(w)‖1
≤ ε0 + 6√cε + cε
≤ ε0 + 7√cε, (3)
where we used the optimality of σ to bound tr(σHL) ≤ tr(|w〉〈w|HL); indeed, ls(w) itself is a feasible
solution to (2). Let |vj〉 be the eigenvectors of σ′, with corresponding eigenvalues λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λBcε .
From (3) we get that ∑j∈J λ2j ≥ 1/2 where J = {j : tr(H|vj〉〈vj|) ≤ ε0 + 14
√
cε}. But since by (1)
14
√
cε < ε/12 < ε/2, any |vj〉 with energy less than ε0 + 14√cε must satisfy |〈vj|Γ〉|2 > 1/2. Thus
there can only be one such |vj〉 = |v1〉, and λ21 > 1/2. Letting |u〉 := U∗w|v1〉, |u〉 is the leading
eigenvector of σ and has energy at most ε0 + ε/12. Applying Lemma 1.1 to |u′〉 := |v1〉 establishes
|〈u′|Γ〉| ≥ 1− 1/12.
In order to apply the previous lemma, we need to establish its hypothesis: that there exists a vector |w〉
with small bond dimension and low energy that lies in Span{S(1)i } ⊗HR.
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Lemma 2.6. There exists |w〉 in Span{S(1)i } ⊗HR with bond dimension Bcε and energy bounded by ε0 +
6
√
cε.
Proof. Let |v〉 be the witness for S(1)i being a (i, cε/n)-viable set. Since |v〉 is (cε/n)-close to |Γ〉 and H
has norm at most n, its energy |v〉 is upper bounded by ε0 + cε. Applying Lemma 1.8 to |v〉 we get a state
|w〉 := trimBcε |v〉/‖trimBcε |v〉‖ with energy bounded by ε0 + 6
√
cε; moreover the left Schmidt vectors of
|w〉 still lie in Span{S(1)i }.
We combine Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6 to show that S(2)i , the result of step 2. of the algorithm, is a (i,
1
12 )-
viable set of a fixed polynomial size and polynomial bond dimension.
Claim 2.7. If S(1)i is a (i, ds, b, cεn )-viable set then S(2)i is a (i, p1(n), dsb, 112)-viable set with p1(n) =
Bcε(4⌈Bcεdn/cε⌉+ 1)2Bcεd.
Proof. Together, Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6 establish that the vector |u′〉 from Lemma 2.5 is a witness for S(2)i
with error 112 . For every element of the net N , step 2. of the algorithm generates at most Bcε vectors to be
added to S(2)i yielding a bound on the cardinality of S
(2)
i of p1(n) = Bcε |N | with |N | given in Lemma 2.4.
Finally since S(2)i ⊂ Span{S(1)i } it is clear that each vector in S(2)i has an MPS description with bond
dimension bounded by the product of |S(1)i | and the maximal bond dimension of the elements of S(1)i , i.e.
dsb.
2.2.4 Bond Trimming
In this section we analyze the result of step 3. of the algorithm, the bond trimming step (see Section 2.2.2
for a description of that step). The key property we use to bound the error incurred in this step is that the
state being trimmed is close to a state with low Schmidt rank. We first prove a general lemma showing that
trimming such a state cannot result in a large error:
Lemma 2.8. Given a vector |v〉 with D non-zero Schmidt coefficients across the (i, i + 1) cut, for any |u〉
it holds that ∣∣〈trimiD/ε(u)|v〉∣∣ ≥ |〈u|v〉| − ε.
Proof. Denote by λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ . . . the Schmidt coefficients of |u〉. We proceed by contradiction: assume
|w〉 = |u〉 − |trimD/ε(u)〉 has the property that 〈w|v〉 > ε. Since |v〉 has only D non-zero Schmidt
coefficients, by the Eckart-Young theorem (Lemma 1.6) this last condition implies that ∑Di=1 |λ⌈D/ε⌉+i|2 >
ε. Using that the Schmidt coefficients are decreasing, we get
⌈D/ε⌉
∑
j=1
λ2j ≥
⌈1
ε
⌉ D
∑
j=1
λ2⌈D/ε⌉+j > 1,
a contradiction.
We also show that trimming a state across a given bond does not increase the Schmidt rank across any
of the other bonds.
Lemma 2.9. For any integer m the Schmidt rank of |trimim(u)〉 is no larger than the Schmidt rank of |u〉
across any cut (j, j + 1).
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Proof. Without loss of generality, assume j ≤ i. Writing the Schmidt decomposition across cut (i, i + 1) as
|u〉 = ∑ λi|αi〉|βi〉 notice that
|trimim(u)〉 =
(
Id⊗
m
∑
k=1
|βk〉〈βk|
)
|u〉.
Since this operator only acts strictly to the right of the (j, j + 1) cut, it cannot increase the Schmidt rank
across that cut.
Based on the previous two lemmas, we can show that the set produced by the bond trimming step of
the algorithm has the required properties. Let r(n) be a polynomial such that there exists a vector |v〉 with
Schmidt rank r(n) such that |〈v|Γ〉| > 1− 1/48 (as is shown to exist in Lemma 1.4).
Claim 2.10. The set S(3)i produced at the end of step 3. of the algorithm is a (i, p1(n), p2(n), 1/2)-viable
set, where p2(n) := 48nr(n).
Proof. Based on the analysis of the previous step of the algorithm, from Lemma 2.8 we know that there
exists a witness |u′〉 for S(2)i such that |〈u′|Γ〉| ≥ 1− 1/12; furthermore |u〉 = ls(u′) is a member of the
set S(1)i . Using Lemma 1.2 we get that |〈v|u′〉| ≥ 1− 5/24. Applying Lemmas 2.8 and 2.9 to |u′〉 yields
that the successive trimming of |u′〉 for each of the bonds 1, . . . , i to Schmidt rank p2(n) results in a state
|w〉 with
|〈v|w〉| ≥ |〈v|u′〉| − n/(48n) ≥ 1− 11/48.
Applying Lemma 1.2 once more, |〈Γ|w〉| ≥ 1 − 2(11/48 + 1/48) = 1/2. Finally, observe that the left
Schmidt vectors of |w〉 are identical to the left Schmidt vectors of the state obtained from applying the
successive trimming procedure to |u〉 = ls(u′) instead.
2.3 Error Reduction
The final step of the algorithm consists in reducing the error of the viable set, transforming the (i, p1(n), p2(n), 12 )-
viable set produced in the previous step to a (i, p(n)p1(n), p(n)p2(n), cεn )-viable set, where p(n) is a fixed
polynomial. The key ingredient is the construction of an operator K that to very good approximation keeps
the ground state |Γ〉 fixed while cutting the norm of all vectors orthogonal to it by an inverse polynomial
factor; this construction is detailed in Section 2.3.1. The structure of K will be such that it can be decom-
posed as a sum of polynomially many terms of the form Aj ⊗ Bj across the (i, i + 1) cut, with each Aj of
only polynomial Schmidt rank across every cut (see Corollary 2.14). Though the application of K moves
complete vectors closer to the ground state, in our case where only a partial description of the “left half” of
the vector is known (the viable set), it is this decomposition that allows us to generate a new viable set guar-
anteed to contain a good witness: the set will be obtained as the result of applying each Aj to the elements
of the viable set coming from the previous step.
We summarize this last step of the algorithm:
Algorithm step 4: error reduction
Let S(3)i be the set constructed as a result of the size and bond trimming steps described in the
previous section.
4. Randomly select a sampling AGSP K (Definition 2.12) with m and l as in Corollary 2.14,
and q(n) = 1/n. Write K = ∑j Aj ⊗ Bj as in (4). Return S(4)i := {Aj|s〉 : |s〉 ∈ S(3)i }.
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That this step can be carried out in polynomial time follows from the properties of K as detailed in Sec-
tion 2.3.1 below. The following claim shows that the step results in a viable set with the desired parameters.
Claim 2.11. For any choice of polynomial q(n), there exists a polynomial p(n) such that Step 4. described
above maps any given (i, s, b, 12)-viable set S into a (i, p(n)s, p(n)b, cε/q(n))-viable set S
′ with success
probability 1− 1/n3.
Proof. Aplying Corollary 2.14 with the polynomial q(n)/2, we obtain that for a proper choice of the param-
eters m and ℓ, and with probability at least 1− 1/n3, the sampling AGSP K will have the desired properties.
Note that only Pi acts across the boundary cut (i, i + 1) and that we can decompose it as the sum of d2 terms
as Pi = ∑
d
j,k=1 Ej ⊗ Fk. Since furthermore Pi appears no more than κ log(n) times in each term in K (for
some κ = O( 1ε )), using the decomposition of Pi within each term PI of K we can write
K =
d2κ log nℓ
∑
j=1
Aj ⊗ Bj (4)
as the sum of polynomially many terms with Aj acting only to the left of the cut and Bj acting to the
right. Define L := {Aj} and set S′ := {Aj|s〉 : Aj ∈ L, |s〉 ∈ S}. Letting |v〉 = ∑ λj|aj〉|bj〉 be
a witness for S, (5) yields |〈Γ| Av‖Av‖ 〉| ≥ 1 − cε/(2q(n)) . Given that ‖K − A‖ ≤ cε/(2q(n)), we get
|〈Γ| Kv‖Kv‖ 〉| ≥ 1− cε/q(n), so that Kv‖Kv‖ is a witness for S′ achieving the claimed error.
Each step of the construction: generating the randomness needed for K, the computation of the Aj and
the construction of S′ can be done efficiently since there are only a polynomial number of terms involved,
and the matrix product operator representations of the Aj have polynomial size bond dimension and can
be efficiently computed. As a result, the set S′ has size a fixed polynomial times that of S, and the bond
dimension of vectors in S′ is also a fixed polynomial times the bond dimension of vectors in S.
2.3.1 The sampling AGSP
In [11] the notion of an approximate ground state projection (AGSP) associated to a local Hamiltonian H
was introduced. Intuitively, an AGSP is a local operator which, when applied to an arbitrary state |Ψ〉,
moves it closer to the ground state |Γ〉. Elaborate (and very efficient) constructions of AGSPs were given
in [6]. However, these constructions do not keep track of the effect of the AGSP on cuts to the left of the
cut of interest, and it is thus unclear if they can be used as part of an algorithmically efficient procedure.
Instead, here we introduce a less efficient but simpler construction that will fit our purpose.
Our starting point is an operator A that approximates the projection onto the ground state Γ, defined as
A :=
( 1
1− ε0n
(
1− H
n
))m
.
The operator K is then formed from a polynomial sample of the exponentially many terms obained by
expanding the m-th power in the definition of A. Using a matrix-valued Chernoff bound (Theorem 2.13),
this polynomial sample can be shown to provide a close approximation to A with high probability (Corollary
2.14). We now proceed with the details.
First note that A is positive semidefinite, has operator norm 1 and satisfies A|Γ〉 = |Γ〉. Furthermore,
for any polynomial q(n), fixing m = Θ( 1ε n log
q(n)
cε
) we have that for any |Γ⊥〉orthogonal to the ground
state |Γ〉 and such that ‖|Γ⊥〉‖ = 1,
|〈Γ⊥|A|Γ⊥〉| ≤
(1− ε1/n
1− ε0/n
)m
= O
((
1− ε
n
)Ω( 1ε n log q(n)cε )) ≤ cε
2q(n)
. (5)
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Write Pi := (1− Hi), C := 11−ε0/n . For any integer m, expand
A = Cm
1
nm ∑
I=(i1,...,im)∈{1,...,n}m
PI , with PI :=
m
∏
j=1
Pij . (6)
Definition 2.12. Define a sampling AGSP operator K := Cm 1
ℓ ∑
ℓ
j=1 PIj to be the average of ℓ terms PIj
chosen uniformly at random from all terms in the expansion (6) of A.
We note that we may not be given ε0 and therefore cannot specify the constant C explicitly. However
we observe that any multiple of K will suffice for use within the algorithm; only the resulting vectors need
to be normalized.
The following is implied by the variant of the Matrix-valued Chernoff bound [12, Theorem 1.6].
Theorem 2.13 (Matrix-valued Chernoff bound). Let Xi be d × d i.i.d. matrix random variables such that
E[Xi] = X, ‖Xi − X‖ ≤ R, and σ2 := max{E((Xi − X)(Xi − X)∗), E((Xi − X)∗(Xi − X))}. Then for
all integers ℓ and t ≥ 0,
Pr
(∥∥∥1
ℓ
ℓ
∑
k=1
Xi − X
∥∥∥ ≥ t) ≤ 2de− ℓt22σ2+2Rt/3 . (7)
The following is an immediate corollary.
Corollary 2.14. For any polynomial q(n), there exists m = O( 1εn log
q(n)
cε
) and ℓ = nO(1/ε) (where the
implied constants may depend on the degree of q(n)) such that with probability at least 1 − 1/n3 the
sampling AGSP operator K from Definition 2.12 has the following properties:
1. ‖K − A‖ ≤ 1
q(n) ,
2. Every projection Pj appears no more than κ log(n) times in any term PI of K for some κ = O( 1ε ).
Proof. We apply Theorem 2.13 with Xi = CmPIi , X = A and t = 1q(n) , noting the bounds R = Cm + 1,
σ2 ≤ (Cm + 1)2. Using these in (7) yields 1. with probability at least
1− 2d exp(− ℓ
4C2mq(n)2
).
Choosing m as prescribed and noting that C2m = nO( 1ε ) (where the constant in the exponent may depend
on the degree of q) leads to the probability of failure bounded by exp(−ℓ/(nO(1/ε)q(n)2)) which for
the specified choice of ℓ is exponentially small and in particular can be made less than n−3/2 with an
appropriate choice of constants.
Property 2 follows from elementary probability: letting Yj to be a random variable counting the number
of times Pj appears in a given term, Yj has mean mn and variance bounded by
m
n and thus
Pr
(∣∣∣Yj − m
n
∣∣∣ ≥ a
√
m
n
)
≤ e−Ω(a2).
For a proper choice of a = O(
√
log(nℓm)) the probability is bounded by 1
2n3ℓm
. By a union bound, the
probability of every projection Pj appearing no more than (a
√
m
n +
m
n ) times in any term of K is bounded
below by 1− 1
2n3
. With the prescribed choices of a and m, a
√
m
n +
m
n is upper bounded by O((1/ε) log n).
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2.4 Proof of Theorem 1
With the four steps (extension, cardinality reduction, bond reduction, and error reduction) of the algorithm
established, the proof of our main theorem follows without difficulty.
Proof of Theorem 1. Claims 2.1, 2.7, 2.10, 2.11 together show that the succession of the four steps of the
algorithm detailed in the previous sections transforms any (i − 1, p(n)p1(n), p(n)p2(n), cε/n)-viable set
Si−1 into an (i, p(n)p1(n), p(n)p2(n), cε/n)-viable set Si, where p, p1 and p2 are all fixed polynomials
independent of i. Moreover, this transformation can be executed in probabilistic polynomial time, with a
success probability at least 1− 1
n3
. The effect of each step on the parameters of the viable step is summarized
in the following table:
i s B δ
Start i − 1 p(n)p1(n) p(n)p2(n) cε/n
Extension: → i dp(n)p1(n) p(n)p2(n) cε/n
Size Trimming: → i p1(n) p′(n)p2(n) 1/12
Bond Trimming: → i p1(n) p2(n) 1/2
Error reduction: → i p(n)p1(n) p(n)p2(n) cε/n
Starting from the set {1}, which is trivially a (0, cε/n)-viable set, and proceeding inductively we ef-
ficiently construct a (n, p(n)p1(n), p(n)p2(n), cε/n)-viable set, with success probability at least 1 − 1n2 .
From this viable set we show how to obtain an inverse polynomial approximation to the ground state.
For this we first observe that the error reduction step in the final iteration can be modified to produce
a (n, p′(n)p1(n), p′(n)p2(n), cε/(np(n)))-viable set S, for any fixed polynomial p(n) of our choice; for
this it suffices to set q(n) = np(n) instead of q(n) = n in this step. Note that given the index i = n,
the condition that S is (n, cε/(np(n))-viable simply means that there is a cε/(np(n)) approximation to the
ground state supported on S. Such an approximation has energy at most ε0 + 1p(n) , and can be found by
solving the convex program
min
n−1
∑
j=1
tr(Hj σ)
tr(σ) = 1, σ ≥ 0,
which is analogous to (2) but for the omission of the constraint on the boundary contraction. By Lemma 2.5,
the leading eigenvector |u〉 of an optimal solution σ satisfies |〈u|Γ〉| ≥ 1− 1/p(n), as required. Moreover,
σ and |u〉 can be computed efficiently, as detailed in Section 2.2.2.
3 Concluding Remarks
• We have made no attempt to pin down the exact polynomial running time of the algorithm since it can
undoubtedly be optimized further. In particular the convex optimization can be rewritten as a semi-
definite program opening the door to applying existing machinery involving matrix multiplicative
weights and dimension reduction which may result in a fast combinatorial algorithm.
• Though for the best known parameters, we must rely on the structural results (Lemmas 1.4 and 1.7)
from [6], we note that a polynomial bound on the running time could have been obtained using the
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earlier results of Hastings [9]. Furthermore it is worth noting the contrast of the AGSP used in the
error reduction and those used to prove the area results in [6]. The construction and analysis of the
AGSP used here is far simpler than the one from [6], but it is too weak to imply an area law by itself.
On the other hand, the AGSP from [6] is tailored to a particular cut, and there is no control of its
behavior across distant cuts; therefore it cannot be used for error reduction in our context.
One of the lessons to be drawn is that an AGSP is a powerful tool for exploiting the structure of a
gapped system. To work with the spectral gap condition, one might solely rely on the area law bound
on entanglement and the resulting bounds on the bond dimension of the MPS of the ground state. As
the results of Schuch and Cirac [13] show under these conditions alone the problem of finding the
ground state remains NP-hard. The AGSP provides the further structure that makes a polynomial time
algorithm possible. It seems a natural and fruitful endeavor to investigate the role of AGSPs in the
study of 2D systems.
• An interesting open question is whether there exists a provably efficient local algorithm, such as
DMRG, for solving the problem considered here. We note that DMRG itself is known to fail for
certain instances, as one can construct (admittedly highly contrived) choices of initial conditions for
the algorithm under which finding the global optimum requires solving an NP-hard problem [14].
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